Jetter Gear

The Vibe
Congratulations and thank you for purchasing the Jeer Gear Vibe!

USING THE VIBE.
The Vibe was designed to give players who want the classic sound of a Vibe in an enclosure
that is no bigger that your average overdrive pedal.
The Vibe is based on the classic light dependent circuit that achieves the unique, watery,
swirling tones.
The Vibe provides the essential qualities of the classic vibe and allows it to take up the
smallest footprint possible on your pedalboard.
A special tone shaping circuit was developed and incorporated in order to provide a
harmonically rich, sweet tone.
As an added bonus, The Vibe will work with an internal 9V baery for approximately one
hour of use--it can get you through a set in a pinch!
It is important to The Vibe should be primarily used with a external power supply is
because of the nature of circuit. There is a constant bias current that is always on when
a 1/4” cable is plugged into the input. This is necessary so that the eﬀect is instantly on
when the foot switch is engaged.
CONTROLS & INTERACTIONS
The controls on The Vibe are simple: Speed (left knob) and Intensity (right knob).
There are no “right” or “wrong” seings. Experiment!

The Vibe Highlights
1. True four-stage classic light driven circuit. Each stage is electrically
matched.
2. Each unit individually calibrated for consistent performance.
3. Modern circuit interpretation that retains the critical aspects of the
classic vibe.
4. High input impedance--it will not load down your guitar signal.
5. Unity gain output--no fooling around with a volume control.
6. Custom voicing circuit provides a sweet, liquid tone.

7. The smallest four-stage vibe that is pedalboard friendly.
8. Operates on any high quality 9V power supply such as the Boss
PSA-120, Voodoo Lab Pedal Power, or the Visual Sound 1-Spot.
9. It will work with a 9V baery (not included) for up to one hour--It can get
you through a set in a pinch.
10. Custom, USA, made steel enclosure with fully welded seams.
11. Hand built in the USA with the highest quality components--no SMD
technology!
12. Pulsing status LED that indicates Intensity as well as Rate.
LIMITED WARRANTY
Each pedal comes with a Limited one-year Warranty. This warranty covers all
manufacturing defects and parts. Abuse and normal wear and tear is not covered. This
pedal is not user serviceable and any evidence of circuit tampering or modification will
void the warranty.
For repairs or problems email support@jeergear.com.

